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Abstract: 

 Three studies were conducted. In the first study, the influence of a simulated digest of a dietary supplement on 
the contractile response of gastric smooth muscle to acetylcholine (Ach) was evaluated. Porcine gastric smooth muscle 
was collected and established in organ baths with either a simulated digest of the supplement (FA), a blank digest with 
no supplement (BL), or a PBS control (CO). Increasing concentrations of Ach were added and contractile force meas-
ured using an isometric force transducer. In FA the mean force 1min post addition, the area under the curve 2 and 8min 
post addition were higher at lower concentrations of Ach than either CO or BL. These results indicate a potential sensi-
tizing effect of the supplement to cholinergic stimulation within smooth muscle. 
 The second study evaluated the influence of a simulated gastric digest of the same dietary supplement on mucosal 
secretions was evaluated using gastric organ culture. In this study gastric mucosa from porcine stomachs was cultured 
in the presence of either a gastric digest of the dietary supplement (DF), a blank gastric digest (BL), or sterile PBS (CO) 
for 72h. Explants were stimulated with carbachol or PBS and culture media was sampled at 48h, 60h, and 72h and as-
sayed for interleukin1-beta, nitric oxide (NO), and gastrin. The blank digest attenuated gastrin release in response to 
carbachol and reduced NO secretion. The addition of the supplement appeared to mediate these responses, potentially 
indicating tissue sensitization under acidic conditions. 
 The third and fourth studies evaluated the use of different methods to sustain an in vitro cecal environment and 
investigate the impact of a symbiotic supplement. Equine cecal fluid and fecal material were used to inoculate vessels 
maintained in an anaerobic chamber or chemostat batch fermenters. The supplement was added to treatment vessels and 
samples were taken at vessel establishment, 24h, and 48h and microbiome and metabolite analysis performed. The mi-
crobial and metabolic profiles between sample types differed. The microbiome of cecal inoculum maintained in the an-
aerobe chamber and chemostat were similar although the metabolite concentrations differed. Metabolite concentration 
was higher in treated vessels but the microbiome was similar to untreated vessels. 
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